PRIVACY NOTICE
1. Who processes your personal data?
Controller: JURA-TRADE Kereskedelmi Kft
Short name: JURA-TRADE Kft
Registered ofce: Fészek utca 3, HU-1125 Budapest, Hungary
E-mail: support@jurathu, jsp@jurathu, newsleter@jurathu
Company registraton number: Cgt01-09-261145
Represented by: Koltainé Agnes Bakonyi
VAT number: 10809257-2-43
Name of the data protecton ofcer (DPO): Arpad Papp
Contact details of the DPO: +36-1-275-1250
(hereinafer reeerred to as “Controller”)
The Controller respects your personality rights and thereeore has prepared this Privacy Notce, which is
available electronically at the Controller’s ofcial websitet
2. Principles and legislaton governing our processing of personal data:
2t1 When processing personal data, we are bound by the eollowing legislaton:
 General Data Protecton Regulaton (“GDPR”) – Regulaton (EU) 2016/679 oe the European
Parliament and oe the Council oe 27 April 2016 on the protecton oe natural persons with regard to
the processing oe personal data and on the eree movement oe such data, and repealing Directve
95/46/EC;
 Data Protecton Act – Hungarian Act CXII oe 2011 on the Right to Ineormatonal Sele-Determinaton
and Freedom oe Ineormaton and subsequent implementng legislaton;
 Act CVIII oe 2011 on Certain Issues oe Electronic Commerce Actvites and Ineormaton Society
Services;
 Act V oe 2013 on the Civil Code;
 Act CL oe 2017 on the Rules oe Taxaton and subsequent implementng legislaton;
 Act C oe 2000 on Accountng and subsequent implementng legislaton;
 Act XLVIII oe 2008 on the Basic Requirements and Certain Restrictons oe Commercial Advertsing
Actvites;
 Act CXXXIII oe 2005 on Security Services and the Actvites oe Private Investgators;
 Act C oe 2003 on Electronic Communicatons (Secton 155);
 DIRECTIVE 2002/58/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL oe 12 July 2002
concerning the processing oe personal data and the protecton oe privacy in the electronic
communicatons sector (Directve on privacy and electronic communicatons)t
2t2 When processing personal data, we observe the eollowing principles:
a) The Controller only processes personal data eor the purposes and duraton specifed hereint The
Controller only processes personal data that are necessary and appropriate to achieve the purposes
oe the processingt
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b) When processing data, onl-y those people engaged or employed by the Controller whose job dutes
require access to the data may have access to the personal data that have become known to the
Controllert
3. What do these terms mean? (Defniton of the terms used in this Privacy Notce)
“personal data” means any ineormaton relatng to a natural person (“data subject”) (a name, an
identfcaton number, locaton data, an online identfer or one or more eactors specifc to the physical,
physiological, genetc, mental, economic, cultural or social identty oe that natural person);
“sensitve data” means personal data revealing racial or ethnic origin, politcal opinions, religious or
philosophical beliees or trade union membership, genetc data, biometric data eor the purpose oe
uniquely identeying a natural person, data concerning health or data concerning a natural person’s sex
liee or sexual orientaton;
“data concerning health” means personal data related to the physical or mental health oe a natural
person, including the provision oe health care services, which reveal ineormaton about the health status
oe the natural person;
“data subject” means any identfable natural person whom the specifc personal data concern (such as
a visitor to our website, a person who subscribes to our newsleter, a job applicant);
“processing” means any operaton or set oe operatons, which are pereormed on personal data or on
sets oe personal data, whether or not by automated means, such as collecton, recording, organizaton,
structuring, storage, adaptaton or alteraton, retrieval, consultaton, use, disclosure by transmission,
disseminaton or otherwise making available, alignment or combinaton, restricton, erasure or
destructon;
“controller” means the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which, alone or
jointly with others, determines the purposes and means oe the processing oe personal data;
“data management” means the pereormance oe any technical operaton in connecton with the data
processing;
“processor” means a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which processes
personal data on behale oe (and based on the instructons and by decision oe) the controller;
“profling” means any eorm oe automated processing oe personal data consistng oe the use oe personal
data to evaluate certain personal aspects relatng to a natural person, in partcular to analyze or predict
aspects concerning that natural person’s pereormance at work, economic situaton, health, personal
preeerences, interests, reliability, behavior, locaton or movements;
“third party” means a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or body other than the data
subject, controller, processor and persons who, under the direct authority oe the controller or processor,
are authorized to process personal data;
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“consent” oe the data subject means any ereely given, specifc, ineormed and unambiguous indicaton oe
the data subject’s wishes by which he or she, by a statement or by a clear afrmatve acton, signifes
agreement to the processing oe personal data relatng to him or hert
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4. What types of personal data we process? (Data processing operatons)
4.1 If you visit the www.jura.hu website (data recorded automatcally and cookies):
4.1.1 Data recorded automatcally
Ie you visit our website, certain ineormaton will be recorded automatcally about your device (etgt
laptop, PC, phone or tablet)t This ineormaton includes your IP address, date and tme oe your visit, the
pages visited, website erom which access was made or erom which you were directed to our website,
type oe browser and operatng system used, and domain name and address oe your Internet service
providert This ineormaton will be automatcally logged by the web server that hosts our website without
any special statement or acton erom yout Statstcal data are automatcally generated by our system
based on this ineormatont These data cannot be linked to other personal data except in cases provided
eor by the lawt We use these data solely in an aggregated and processed eorm in order to correct any
eaults in our systems and improve the quality oe our services, as well as eor statstcal purposest
Purpose oe data processing: Technical development oe our IT system, control oe the eunctoning oe the
service, producton oe statstcs and protecton oe the visitors’ rightst In the event oe abuses, personal
data can also be used to determine the perpetrators oe such abuses in cooperaton with the Internet
service provider oe visitors and the competent authoritest
Legal basis oe data processing: Secton 13/A (3) oe Act CVIII oe 2011 on Certain Issues of Electronic
Commerce Actiites and Informaton Society Seriices;
Duraton oe data processing: 30 days erom the tme when the website was visitedt
4.1.2 Use of cookies and similar technologies
What is a cookie?
A cookie is a small text fle that is stored on the hard drive oe your computer or mobile device untl the
expiraton date set in the given cookie, and is actvated (sends ineormaton back to the web server)
during later visitst Websites use cookies to capture ineormaton concerning visits (pages visited, tme
spent on individual pages, browsing data, when the user leaves a page, etct) and personal setngst
Cookies help us build a user-eriendly website and enhance the visitors’ online experiencet
On other platorms, where cookies are unavailable or cannot be used, other technologies having a
similar purpose may be used, such as advertsing IDs on Android devicest
There are two types oe cookies, the so-called “session (or transient) cookies” and “persistent cookies”t
Both types oe cookies are stored in the browser’s fle directory untl the user deletes themt


“Session cookies” are stored in the temporary memory oe your computer, notebook or mobile
device and they are not retained afer you have lef the websitet These cookies help the system
remember your ineormaton so that you do not have to re-enter or complete that ineormaton
again and againt Session cookies expire at the end oe each user session, and are intended to
prevent data loss (eor example, when completng a long eorm)t This type oe cookies is
automatcally deleted erom the user’s computer when the session ends or the browser is closedt
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“Persistent cookies” are stored on your computer, notebook or mobile device even afer you
exit the sitet These cookies allow the site to recognize you as a returning visitort Persistent
cookies, by associatng IDs with users on the server side, are capable oe identeying you, eor
example, in all cases where user authentcaton is indispensable (etgt webshop, online banking,
webmail) and a necessary conditon eor proper operatont Persistent cookies do not store
personal data, and can only be used to identey a user together with the associated ineormaton
stored in the server’s databaset The risk inherent in this type oe cookies is that they do not
actually identey the user but the browser, and thereeore, ie someone logs into an online store in
a public place (etgt an Internet caeé) and eorgets to log out upon leaving the workstaton,
another person, using the same computer may gain unauthorized access to the online store in
the original user’s namet

What types of cookies we use?
A. Cookies essental for the functoning of our website:
Purposes and duraton oe data processing:
Our site only uses one type oe session cookies eor the purpose oe collectng ineormaton on the steps you
take during your visit on the site, including the text you enter in the “Request a quote” eorm, as long as
you stay on the page you are currently viewing, and also eor the purpose oe capturing the menu items
you visit in order to allow you to go backt These data will be deleted when you leave the websitet
Legal basis oe data processing:
Secton 13/A(3) oe Act CVIII oe 2011 on Certain Issues of Electronic Commerce Actiites and Informaton
Society Seriices.
No transeer oe data takes placet
B. Cookies collectng statstcal data
These cookies only collect statstcal data and thereeore do not process personal datat They are used to
collect ineormaton about your use oe the site, which topics you view, which links you click on, how you
scroll up and down the website, and which pages you visitt However, ineormaton is collected solely
anonymously; eor example, we may monitor the number oe visitors to a page per montht These
statstcal data also allow us to beter adapt our site to user requirementst Google Analytcs helps us
capture this kind oe datat
C. Cookies used for marketng purposes
In terms oe data processing, the purpose oe such cookies is to deliver personalized advertsementst
Legal basis oe data processing: In all cases, your consent, which you give in a pop-up window on the
websitet You may withdraw your consent at any tme; however, such withdrawal shall be without
prejudice to any legitmate data processing carried out prior to that datet In the case oe withdrawal oe
consent, the customized advertsements created based on your preeerences will not be displayed on
other intereacet
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We use two types oe Google Analytcs cookies, which send ineormaton erom the site back to Google
Analytcs about the way the site is viewed and about the visitors’ devicet Afer that, these cookies track
visitors on their various devices and recognize them on marketng channelst Google’s privacy policy is
available on htps://policiestgoogletcom
Duraton oe data processing: Data are transeerred as long as you are viewing the websitet
How can I enable or disable cookies?
Most web browsers enable cookies automatcally, but visitors have the opton to delete or disable themt
Since each browser is diferent, you can set individually your preeerences regarding cookies using the
browser toolbart Furthermore, you can delete the cookies stored on your computer or mobile device at
any tmet For more ineormaton on these setngs, please visit the “Help” menu item in your browsert
Please note that ie you choose to disable cookies, you will not be able to use the above-mentoned
eeatures oe our websitet
4.1.4 References and links
Our website may contain third party links to external websites not owned and administered by the
Controller; these links are intended only to provide ineormaton to visitorst Controller has no infuence
on, and thereeore assumes no liability, eor the content and security oe websites operated by third
partest Please reeer to the privacy policy oe the sites you visit beeore providing your personal
ineormaton in any eormt
4.1.5 Data processors
 This website is administered by Wellcom Studio Kft, H-1097 Budapest, Fészek ut 3.
 This website is hosted by JURA-TRADE Kf., H-1097 Budapest, Fészek ut 3t
4.2 Facebook:
We are available on Facebook under the username Jura-Trade Kereskedelmi Kft
Facebook users can subscribe to the News Feed oe Jura-Trade Kereskedelmi Kft by clicking on the “Like”
or “Follow” buton and unsubscribe by clicking on the “Dislike” or “Uneollow” butont Using the Wall
setngs, you can delete any unwanted news appearing on your Facebook Wallt
By eollowing us, your profle will become available to us, but we will not process or record any data erom
your profle in our internal systemt We will not use your data eor any purposes other than sending you
updatest
Legal basis oe data processing: Your consentt You may withdraw your consent at any tme by
“uneollowing” ust Such withdrawal shall be without prejudice to any legitmate data processing carried
out prior to that datet
Purposes oe data processing: Sending you current ineormaton about our products, the latest news,
educatonal artcles and materialst
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Duraton oe data processing: Our news will only appear on your News Feed eor as long as you wantt Ie
you “uneollow” us, our posts will no longer appear in your News Feedt You can also have access to our
News Feed ie you are not eollowing us, but you will not get separate notfcatonst
Facebook is a controller that is independent oe ust For ineormaton on how personal data provided on
Facebook are processed, please visit the eollowing links:htps://wwwteacebooktcom/policies/cookies/
andhtps://wwwteacebooktcom/about/privacy/update
No processor is used and no transeer oe data takes placet
4.3 If you apply for a job
Ie you send us a job applicaton through our website, by e-mail or post (whether to an advertsed job
opening or in general), we imply your consent to the processing oe your personal datat
Legal basis oe data processing: Your implied consentt You may withdraw your consent at any tme;
however, such withdrawal shall be without prejudice to any legitmate data processing carried out prior
to that datet Please note that the processing oe the personal data provided by you and/or requested by
us is essental eor us to evaluate your applicaton and select the right candidatet
Purpose oe data processing: Keeping contact with job applicants and selectng the right candidatest
Duraton oe data processing:
Afer deciding who will fll a vacancy, the CVs oe applicants responding to that specifc job
advertsement and the personal data and documents sent in connecton with their applicaton will be
handled as eollows:
– unsuccesseul applicants will be asked by e-mail or on paper whether or not they want us to store their
applicaton in our database eor an additonal year, and contact them about job openingst Ie a negatve
answer or no answer is received within 30 days, the applicaton and the applicant’s data will be erased
erom our systemt
– the data oe the successeul applicant will be transeerred to our employee database and erased erom the
applicants’ databaset
Generic applicatons sent by post or e-mail to unadvertsed jobs will be stored in our database eor a
yeart Afer one year, CVs and any other personal ineormaton will be erasedt
Regardless oe the above, you have the right to request the erasure oe your personal data at any tme,
and the personal data you provided will be erased erom our database immediatelyt
Transeer oe data: Ie your applicaton concerns Jura JSP GmbH, it will be transeerred to themt Jura JSP
GmbH is a separate controllert You can fnd ineormaton about the data processing pereormed by Jura
JSP GmbH on the eollowing link: /OR Jura JSP GmbH acts eully in accordance with the provisions oe this
Privacy Notcet
It is possible that we receive your applicaton package erom a recruitment agency or an HR portalt Those
companies are separate controllers, and thereeore you can fnd ineormaton about their data processing
actvites on their corporate websitest
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No data processor is usedt
4.4 Newsletters:
We will process your name and e-mail address eor the purpose oe sending you newsleterst It is not
mandatory to speciey the name and actvites oe your company (where applicable), but ie you do so, we
will send you personalised newsleterst
Purpose oe data processing: Keeping you ineormed about the latest newst
Legal basis oe data processing: Your ereely given consentt Please note that ie you do not consent to the
processing oe your data, we will not be able to send you newsleterst
Duraton oe data processing: You will only receive our newsleters eor as long as you wantt Ie you do not
want to receive eurther newsleters, you can unsubscribe at any tme by clicking on the link at the
botom oe the newsleter or by sending an e-mail to newsleter@jurathut Such withdrawal oe consent
shall be without prejudice to any legitmate data processing carried out prior to that datet
No transeer oe data takes place and no data processor is usedt
4.5 Reportng the need for repair service
Ie you would like to use our repair or maintenance service, please contact us by e-mail at
support@jurathu or by telephone or postt Our service engineers will be at your disposalt
Legal basis oe data processing: Pereormance oe contractt The provision oe data is mandatoryt Ie we are
not allowed to process your personal data, we will not be able to provide you repair servicest
Purpose oe data processing: Keeping contact with inquirers, providing repair servicest
Duraton oe data processing: Data included in invoices in accordance with the applicable tax or
accountng legislaton are stored eor 8 years; any other data and correspondence related to your orders
and your use oe our services are stored eor the limitaton period under civil law, itet 5 yearst
Transeer oe data: Ie your request concerns Jura JSP GmbH, it will be transeerred to themt Jura JSP GmbH
is a separate controllert You can fnd ineormaton about data processing pereormed by Jura JSP GmbH on
the eollowing link /OR Jura JSP GmbH acts eully in accordance with the provisions oe this Privacy Notcet
Data processor: JURA-TRADE Kft
4.6 If you contact us:
You can contact us using any oe our contact details (through our website, by e-mail, telephone, post or
via Facebook)t Optons are available on our website to request a quote or send an inquiryt
In the cases mentoned above, we imply that you consent to our processing oe personal data provided
by yout
Legal basis oe data processing: Your implied consentt You may withdraw your consent at any tme;
however, such withdrawal shall be without prejudice to any legitmate data processing carried out prior
to that datet Please note that ie we are not allowed to process the personal data you provided, we may
not be able to respond to your inquiry or act on your requestt
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Purpose oe data processing: Keeping in contact with inquirers; responding to their inquiries and/or
actng on their requestst
Duraton oe data processing: These messages and any personal data included in them will be deleted
afer responding to your request, queston or complaintt However, where this is necessary eor tax or
accountng purposes or eor the protecton oe the rights and interests oe the Controller or oe the inquirer,
the data will be archived and stored eor the required period oe tme, which will be determined on a caseby-case basist
Transeer oe data: Ie your request concerns Jura JSP GmbH, it will be transeerred to themt Jura JSP GmbH
is a separate controllert You can fnd ineormaton about data processing pereormed by Jura JSP GmbH on
the eollowing link /OR Jura JSP GmbH acts eully in accordance with the provisions oe this Privacy Notcet
No data processor is usedt
4.7 Our company operates an access control system
Ie you have received an access badge, we will process the eollowing personal data concerning you:





frst and last name;
identty card number;
access badge number;
tme and place oe arrivals and departurest

These data are processed solely eor the purpose oe ensuring the security oe the building and any assets
and persons located in the buildingt
Legal basis oe data processing: Your consentt You may withdraw your consent; however, such
withdrawal shall be without prejudice to any legitmate data processing carried out prior to that datet
Please note that ie you do not consent to the processing oe the personal data as defned above, you may
not enter the buildingt
Purpose oe data processing: Ensuring the saeety and security oe the ofce building, employees and
visitorst
Duraton oe data processing:
The identfcaton data (name, personal identty card number, access badge number) oe the persons
authorized to access the building, which are processed eor the purpose oe operatng an electronic access
control system, will be erased:
(a) in the case oe regular access, immediately upon cessaton oe the enttlement to access the buildingt
(b) in the case oe one-tme visits, 24 hours afer the person lef the buildingt
Data generated during the operaton oe the electronic access control system (date and tme oe arrivals
and departures) will be erased:
(a) in the case oe regular access, upon cessaton oe the enttlement to access the building, but no later
than six (6) months afer the date when the data was generated,
(b) in the case oe one-tme visits, 24 hours afer the person lef the buildingt
An excepton is when the above data are transeerred to a competent authorityt
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Data can be accessed by the private security company B CONSULTING SERVICE Vagyonvédelmi Kft, H1102 Budapest, Kőrösi Csoma Sándor út 18-20t as controllert Where necessary, data may also be
accessed by an employee appointed by the Controllert
No data processor is usedt
4.8 A video surveillance (CCTV) system is in place at our company:
Our company operates a video surveillance system in order to ensure the security oe individuals and
their propertyt Symbols and warning signs advise the people entering the premises about the video
surveillance systemt
You can fnd eurther ineormaton about the video surveillance system on the spot, in the given ofce
buildingt Upon request, we will send you by e-mail a copy oe the privacy notce concerning the video
surveillance systemt
4.9 Business relatonships
In the contracts concluded with our business partners or during business contacts, we share the contact
details oe our contact persons and process the contact details provided by our business partnerst
Legal basis oe data processing: We have a legitmate interest in pereorming our contracts and liaising
with partner companiest
Purpose oe data processing: Keeping in contact to ensure the preparaton or pereormance oe contracts or
eor other business purposest
Duraton oe data processing: The contact details oe contact persons are processed throughout the
existence oe a business relatonship, untl our business partner notfes us about a change in their
contact details/persont
No transeer oe data takes place and no data processor is usedt
5. Your rights
You have the rights detailed in Sectons 5t1 to 5t7 concerning the processing oe your personal datat Ie
you would like to exercise any oe these rights, please notey us in writng using one oe the eollowing
contact details:
Address: Fészek utca 3, HU-1125 Budapest, Hungary
E-mail: jsp@jurathu
Identicaton
Beeore actng on your request, we are always required to veriey your identtyt Ie we cannot identey you,
uneortunately we will not be able to act on your requestt
Responding to the request
Afer identfcaton, we will respond to your request in writng, electronically or, ie you request so, orallyt
Please note that ie you have submited your request by electronic means, we will also respond by
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electronic meanst Oe course, even in this case, you have the right to request us to reply in a manner
alternate to e-mailt
Time limit for response
You will be provided ineormaton on the acton taken on your request without undue delay and in any
event within one (1) month oe receipt oe your requestt That period may be extended by two (2) eurther
months where necessary, taking into account the complexity and number oe the requests, oe which you
will be ineormed within the one-month tme limitt
We are required to ineorm you without delay and at the latest within one (1) month oe receipt oe your
request oe the reasons eor not taking acton on the requestt In this case, you may lodge a complaint with
the Natonal Authority eor Data Protecton and Freedom oe Ineormaton (NAIH) (see Secton 6t1) or
exercise your right to judicial remedy (see Secton 6t2)t
Administratie fee
The requested ineormaton will be sent to you and measures will be taken free of charget The only
excepton erom this is where requests are manieestly uneounded or excessive, in partcular because oe
their repettve charactert In this case, we may charge a eee or reeuse to act on your requestt
5.1 You may withdraw your consent
In the case oe data processing based on consent, you may withdraw your consent at any tmet In such a
case, we will erase your personal data in respect oe that processing within fve (5) working days afer the
receipt oe your relevant notcet Please note that this withdrawal shall be without prejudice to the
laweulness oe the processing carried out earlier based on your consentt
5.2 You may request informaton (access to your data)
You may be request ineormaton as to whether personal data is being processed concerning you, and ie
so:
What is the purpose oe the processing?
What data do we process exactly?
To whom do we transeer these data?
How long do we store these data?
What rights do you have and what legal remedies are available to you in this regard?
From what source did we receive your data?
Is there any automated decision-making about you using your personal data? In such cases, you may
also request ineormaton about the logic (means) involved, as well as the signifcance and the
envisaged consequences oe such processing eor yout
 Ie you have eound that your data have been eorwarded to an internatonal organizaton or to a third
country (non-EU Member State), you may request that we demonstrate the existence oe suitable
saeeguards to ensure the proper processing oe your personal datat
 You may request a copy oe your personal data being processedt (For any additonal copies, an
administratve eee will be charged)t
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5.3 You may request the rectfcaton of your data
You have the right to request the rectfcaton oe inaccurate personal data erom us concerning you or to
have incomplete personal data completedt
5.4 You may request the erasure of your personal data („right to be forgotten”)
You have the right to request erom us the erasure oe personal data concerning you where one oe the
eollowing grounds applies:
a) the personal data are no longer necessary in relaton to the purposes eor which they were processed;
b) in cases where the processing was based on solely your consent;
c) it is established that the personal data have been unlaweully processed by us;
d) this is required by Union or Member State law;
(e) the personal data have to be erased eor compliance with a legal obligaton in Union or Member State
law to which the controller is subject;
(e) the personal data have been collected in relaton to the ofer oe ineormaton society services to
childrent
Where the Controller has made the personal data public and is obliged to erase the personal data, the
Controller, taking account oe available technology and the cost oe implementaton, shall take reasonable
steps including technical measures to ineorm controllers which are processing the personal data that the
data subject has requested the erasure by such controllers oe any links to or copy or replicaton oe those
personal datat
Personal data may not be erased to the extent where processing is necessary:
a) eor exercising the right oe ereedom oe expression and ineormaton;
b) eor compliance with a legal obligaton which requires processing by Union or Member State law to
which the controller is subject or eor the pereormance oe a task carried out in the public interest;
c) eor reasons oe public interest in the area oe public health;
d) eor archiving purposes in the public interest, scientfc or historical research purposes or statstcal
purposes in so ear as the right reeerred to in paragraph 1 is likely to render impossible or seriously
impair the achievement oe the objectves oe that processing; or
e) eor the establishment, exercise or deeence oe legal claimst
5.5 You may request us to restrict the processing your personal data
You have the right to request erom us the restricton oe processing where one oe the eollowing applies:
 The accuracy oe the personal data is contested by you eor a period that enables us to veriey the
accuracy oe the personal data;
 The processing is unlaweul but you oppose the erasure oe the personal data and request the
restricton oe their use instead;
 We no longer need the personal data eor the purposes oe the processing, but they are required by
you eor the establishment, exercise or deeence oe legal claims;
 You have objected to processing, pending the verifcaton whether the legitmate grounds oe the
controller override your legitmate groundst
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Where the processing has been restricted, such personal data shall, with the excepton oe storage, only
be processed with your consent or eor the establishment, exercise or deeence oe legal claims or eor the
protecton oe the rights oe another natural or legal person or eor reasons oe important public interest oe
the Union or oe a Member Statet
We will ineorm you beeore the restricton oe processing is lifedt
5.6 You may request us to transfer your personal data (right to data portability)
You have the right to receive the personal data that we process concerning you in a structured,
commonly used and machine-readable eormat and have the right to transmit – or request us to transmit
– those data to another controller, where the processing is based on your consent or on a contract
concluded with you or in your eavour, or the processing is carried out by automated meanst
The above right may not be exercised where processing is necessary eor the pereormance oe a task
carried out in the public interestt This right may not ineringe the right to erasure, and may not adversely
afect the rights and ereedoms oe otherst
5.7 You may object to the processing of your personal data
You have the right to object to the processing oe your personal data, where:
 Processing is necessary eor the purposes oe the legitmate interests pursued by the controller or by a
third party, including profling carried out based on such processingt
In the cases mentoned above, personal data will be erased, unless we demonstrate compelling
legitmate grounds eor the processing which override your interests, rights and ereedoms or eor the
establishment, exercise or deeence oe legal claimst
You may also object to the processing oe your personal data, where:
 Processing is carried out eor direct marketng purposes (in this context, you may also object to
profling)t In this case, your personal data will be erasedt
 Processing is carried out eor scientfc or historical research purposes or statstcal purposest In this
case, your personal data will be erased , unless the processing is necessary eor the pereormance oe a
task carried out eor reasons oe public interestt
6. Available legal remedies
6.1 You may lodge a complaint with NAIH
Ie you believe that personal data concerning you are processed in violaton oe the General Data
Protecton Regulaton, you have the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority in the
Member State oe your habitual residence, your workplace or the place oe the supposed ineringementt In
Hungary, complaints should be fled with the Natonal Authority eor Data Protecton and Freedom oe
Ineormaton (NAIH)t
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NAIH:
Chairman: drt Atla Péterealvi
Postal address: HU-1530 Budapest, Pet: 5
Address: Szilágyi Erzsébet easor 22/C, HU-1125 Budapest
Telephone: +36 1 391-1400
Fax: +36 1 391-1410
Web: htp://naihthu
E-mail: ugyeelszolgalat@naihthu or privacy@naihthu
6.2 Right to seek a judicial remedy
Ie you believe that personal data concerning you are processed in violaton oe the General Data
Protecton Regulaton, and thereeore your rights under the General Data Protecton Regulaton have
been ineringed, you have the right to seek a judicial remedyt
For proceedings against a controller or processor, the acton should be brought beeore the courts oe the
Member State where the controller or processor has an establishmentt Such acton may also be brought
beeore the courts oe the Member State oe your habitual residencet
In Hungary, these legal proceedings eall within the jurisdicton oe general courts ( töriényszék)t Upon the
data subject’s request, the acton may be brought beeore the court that is competent based on the
domicile or the place oe residence oe the data subjectt Even those may be party to these proceedings
who otherwise have no capacity to be a party to judicial proceedingst The Authority may intervene in
these proceedings to ensure that the data subject will be the successeul partyt These court proceedings
shall be governed, in additon to the General Data Protecton Regulaton, by the provisions laid down in
Book Two, Part Three, Title XII (Sectons 2:51 to 2:54) oe Act V oe 2013 on the Civil Code as well as other
regulatons applicable to court proceedingst
6.3 Compensaton for damages and resttuton
Where the Controller causes any damage as a result oe the unlaweul processing oe the data subject’s
personal data or ineringes any oe the data subject’s personality rights, the Controller may be required to
pay resttuton (in Hungarian: “sérelemdíj”)t The Controller may be exempted erom the liability to pay
damages or resttuton, where it can prove that the damage was caused by, or the violaton oe the
personality rights oe the data subject is atributable to, inevitable reasons beyond its controlt
7. Data security
Taking into account the state oe the art, the costs oe implementaton and the nature, scope, context and
purposes oe processing as well as the risk eor the rights and ereedoms oe natural persons, we use our
best endeavours to implement appropriate technical and organisatonal measures to ensure a level oe
security appropriate to the riskt
Personal data are always processed confdentally, with limited access, using encrypton and maximizing
resilience as much as possible, and in case oe arising issues, we ensure restorability oe the datat Our
system is tested regularly to guarantee maximum securityt
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In assessing the appropriate level oe security, we take into account in partcular oe the risks that are
presented by processing, in partcular erom accidental or unlaweul destructon, loss, alteraton,
unauthorized disclosure oe or access to personal data transmited, stored or otherwise processedt
We will use our best endeavors to ensure that any person actng under our authority who has access to
personal data does not process them except on our instructons, unless he or she is required to do so by
Union or Member State lawt
8. Data transfers
We will only transeer your personal data to processors and controllers specifed in this Privacy Notce
and solely in accordance with the provisions oe this Privacy Notcet The Controller may only transeer your
personal data to other controllers with your prior consentt
In the cases specifed by the law, we reserve the right to disclose the personal data we process to the
competent authorites or courts in accordance with their request, without a specifc consent oe the data
subjectt
9. Miscellaneous
The Controller may modiey the terms and conditons oe this Privacy Notce at any tmet Any modifcaton
shall come into efect concurrently with its publicaton on the websitet Visitors oe the website will be
ineormed oe any modifcaton in a pop-up windowt
Last update:1 December 2018
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